


make the extraordinary happen



1936
Morivione Quarter, Milan

The term “Xilografia” recalls the origin of the activity 
of our company. Born as a company producing wood 
systems for printing, it developed its activity in the sector 
of exhibition stands since 1936 with the founding of 
the company Xilografia Milanese, in Milan, in Morivione 
Quarter. In 1980, in response to the evolving times and  
needs, Xilografia was set up, with innovative machines, 
an increase in personnel and a radical change in the 
concept of stand creation. 

In September 1996 Xilografia moved to its own open-
space offices including: administration, commercial 
department, engineering, purchasing, graphics which 
were added to the production and logistics area.

Everything started
from a simple act



11.000mq
LOGISTICS 

8.000mq
STORAGES 

3.700mq
WORKSHOPS 

Wood carpentry
Metal carpentry
Paint shop
Electrical & Lighting shop 

900mq
OFFICES

Administration
Commercial Department
Engineering
Purchasing
Graphics

In 1996, Xilografia felt the need to further strengthen 
its work force. Its new production facility in Bistagno 
(AL) was born. In the new facility, measuring over 11,000 
sqm, technologically advanced carpentry machines 
were installed, providing a furniture production of high 
precision.

From this moment on the wheels were set in motion 
towards the success of a leading company, able to 
satisfy Customers’ requirements; beginning from their 
needs and aiming at analysis. Never losing sight of the 
productive system demands, the tendency to require 
professionalism and the criteria to fulfill the task.



The Team

Xilografia  staff consists of a highly qualified, motivated 
and carefully selected personnel which allows us to 
offer a complete service from the development of the 
project until its completion and its management for a 
possible re-assembling.

Partner o Co-Partner 

For all kinds of realisations requested by the 
Customer, we propose ourselves: as Partner providing 
a complete service (turnkey). This service starts with 
the ideation of the project and ends only after the end 
of each event and may also include various ancillary 
services (catering, hostesses, clothing) or as Co-
Partner exclusively providing professional consulting 
services, project services, individual equipment 
development, standard as customized.



Our Efficiency

Specialized training, flexibility, keeping well up-to-
date, advanced technology, detailed knowledge of 
the materials, accurate analysis of the needs and 
extraordinary competence: in a word, efficiency. 
A concept which is, for us, of vital importance: the 
stand-making market is on the move indeed, each 
day presents new inspiration and it is always in search 
of ideas which are rich in technical and conceptual 
creativity. This requires constant innovation of the 
services on offer and of the ability to come up with 
creative solutions that open up fresh and interesting 
prospects, flexibility and professionalism able to 
satisfy the needs of every Client.



Cad/Cam Systems Numerical 
Control Machines

Traditional and numerical control machines 
for working wood and iron. Tested systems, 
conceived with respect for ecological and safety 
regulations and elevated quality standard. CAD/
CAM system for the custom-made manufacturing 
of elements for exhibitions and furnishings. The 
integration between computer language and 
CAD f iles executed by our technical department 
allows a faster and more effective handling of 
the whole manufacturing process thanks to 
the automatic production of the cutting sheets 
classif ied by single element directly  connected 
to  main numerical control machines such as 
pantographs, CNC working centers and prof iling 
machines.



Colours

Pressurized painting cabins and big size drying 
furnaces for the handling and painting of special 
pieces  manufactured upon our client’s particular 
request.

Iron, Multifloor,Buildings

Our tradition and long experience in the 
exhibition world allow us to build up complex 
metal structures. We install multi-floor buildings 
of various sizes to make our Clients’ stands 
even more elegant and impressive. Our metal 
and steel modular system assures solidity and 
sturdiness even in case of a very wide flooring.



360°
A complete perspective to change 
projects into success

The realization of a stand requires a complex 
procedure, from predefined routine. In the first 
phase, the main aim is to define and satisfy the visible 
needs. According to the budget, the space available 
and the functional objectives to be achieved towards 
the target, the size and design of the stand are 
established. Xilografia’s technicians and architects 
can directly carry out this process, or it can be defined 
based on a particular project suggested by the client. 
To ensure at each stage reliability of the product, 
at various points, a 3D prototype of the project is 
simulated using special 3D programs. A highly 
qualified working system which demonstrates to the 
Client that offering quality, most of all, is always the 
winning choice.



EXHIBITION
EVENTS
FURNISHING
MUSEUMS
XILO EDIZIONI



EXHIBITION
Flexible modules, recyclable materials, structures 
which can be re-assembled: each Xilograf ia 
stand is tailor-made to the Customer’s needs 
using a careful “case by case” system of study.



Spectacular structures
for high-tech products

The booth becomes a perfect tool for co-
marketing activities and sponsorships too











Actual and 
efficient replies

We believe in the value of real, 
clear and feasible answers





















Turnkey service 
qualified personnel

Thanks to our experience, specialized personnel and 
attention to the details, we offer a customized service, 
satisfying every single need of the Client









Sophisticated shapes

An innovative idea 
changed into reality





EVENTS
Design, fashion and communication: three sectors 
at the center of the Italian cultural universe, filled 
with shows and events of international importance. 
Three avant-garde sectors in which the “made in 
Italy” companies leave their recognizable signature 
of creativity: three sectors in which, exactly for this 
reason, Xilografia make its presence felt.



Search for Light





Style Set Free

Design, technology, lights, sounds: a 
perfect blend for a live performance





Helio Curve

A wide installation that perfectly 
combines the logic of mathematics 
and the dynamism of Nature; it 
celebrates the connection between 
fluency of natural motion and 
Automotive.



Breeze of Light

A graceful moment, a real sensory 
experience.
“Visualize” the air, essential and invisible 
element for human life





Forms of movement

Refinement of materials and 
meticulous attention to 
production



Invisible outlines

A study on the material and its 
connection with the space,
in a dialogue between visible and 
invisible, inside and outside



50 Manga Chairs

Secret interiors embrace Manga 
highly symbolic nature applied 
to furniture design





Resonance

Empaty, Discivery and Immersion. 
Unique and innovative experiences 
to connect people and technologies 
naturally, through daily behaviors





Hidden Senses





Emergence of Form

It’s a space remembering the beauty 
of flowing Nature, an installation that 
seizes the moment by materials like 
ceramic and glass





Soudscape

IThe resounding glass. 
Sounds arise from the 
transparency of the glass, 
creating a dreamlike 
auditive experience





Lightness, 
Freedom, 
Expressiveness

Glass futurist technology to be 
explored at Museo delle Scienze



Visionair

A prismatic structure composed 
of reflective steel modules that 
lets you perceive the presence of 
an unusual space inside



Mini living-built by all

Paths cross togheter be experienced at 
different times and from different points 
of view, to create a context that enhances 
wellness and humanity





Breathe

A visionary micro-habitat 
concept inspired by a conscious 
lifestyle, through creative solutions 
to improve urban life





Living unit design





Futuristic design

Mixing different ideas in one new shape we define new 
levels of set-up in order to reply to the emotional needs 
of the Client





Maison Citroen





Patterns as Time

The event means to inspire the 
imagination and wants to transform 
it into reality with the support of 
innovative technologies





One Design-One Handle

The installation looks like the factory and 
uses a huge quantity of resources and 
materials to focus the attention on the 
handles and on the processes needed to 
create them





A.X.A.P.











Time is time

Evocative spaces to transmit emotions 
and energy





Light is time





Harmony of design

Flexible spaces, different atmospheres 
continuously changing



Aesthetics and Design





Making light

Six spaces for six different forms 
of light, perceived as an element 
full of significance









Exclusivity 
and excellence

An experience involving 
and activating all your senses





Roadshow, 
permanently in 
motion

Amsterdam Frankfurt
Oslo
Milan





FURNISHING

The interiors with the Xilografia signature are places 
in which to create a visible contact between the 
consumer and the brand, where product’s spirit 
and philosophy reflect the environment. Exhibition 
space and time of use come are together in a single 
moment. Professionalism that comes from the artisan 
origins of Xiografia: rom rough wood processing to 
the study of the most refined interior decoration.



Pup Up Store

Williamsburg, Brooklyn, NY



Le Cavallerrizze, Milan











Pup Up Store

Beijing SKP Store
Shenzhen MIXC Mall Store
Apac Store Photos Taiwan Taipei
Zhengzhou David Plaza



Via Bergognone, MIlan





Kitzbühel, Austria





































Private residence

Milan





Private residence

Geneva















Our Clients



Adidas

Agc
 
Alpi 

Altea
 
Ariafina
 
Ariston Thermo Group

Armani
 
Arthema

Asap

Audi

Avio

Baxter

Barilla
 
BEOPEN - R+W  
 
Bmw Italia

Bonaventura

Bottega Veneta
 
Campari – MatteoRagni
 
Canon – Trunk Ltd. – ZITOMORI

Cartier

Citizen – ADK

Citroen  
 
Coltorti
 
Comitato Milano EXPO 2015

Coop

DNP

Ecoflam
 
Elco
 
Elica

Emmegi – Arkiten

Emporio Armani
 
Enel
 
Eni

Fendi
 
Feudi San Gregorio – ZITOMORI

Foscarini

Gutmann

Hyundai Motor - Innocean Worldwide 

Jaket
 
Jannelli & Volpi
 
Japan Creative
 
JCB
 
Kia Motors 

Lavazza
 
LG
 
Lixil
 
Luxottica

Lurisia
 
Maserati 
 
Martini Luce

M&G Investments
 
Mini – Hayon Studio
 
Misoka - STUDIO I.T.O. DESIGN

Moleskine

Natuzzi
 
Nendo - TP/A

Nhow Hotel

Oscar Jacobson
 
Panasonic
 
Parah

Pasabahce

Pokemon

QC Terma

Royal Enfield

Samsung

Skyway

Sony Design

Subaru – ADK

Tierra
 
Tiger of Sweden
 
Toshiba – ADK
 
Unicredit – MTLC

Venini
 
Vision
 
Zegna – La Buccia

and many others...



XILOGRAFIA NUOVA srl
info@xilografia.it

Offices and Headquarters  
Via Carlo Bazzi 51/2  20141 Milan - Italy
Ph. +39 02 895559.1

Workshop and Warehouse  
Regione Cartesio  44  15012 Bistagno (AL) - Italy
Ph. +39 0144 79987

Warehouse    
Via M. Idiomi 1/9  20090 Assago (MI) - Italy     
Ph. +39 02 47707739

www.xilografia.it

linkedin
instagram
facebook



www.xilografia.it




